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Monday 8th February 2021: English 

This week, we are going to be creating a state-of-the-art 

gadget for a spy, or one for school, or even one to use around 

your house. We are going to be persuading our audience to 

buy one in a persuasive speech at the launch of your product.  

Read this example: The Multi-Function Mobile Phone 

Are you a spy interested in the latest, state-of-the-art, must-have gadgets? If so,  you 

will need the new Multi-Function Mobile Phone. Don’t be the only spy  left stranded and 

alone on your next mission unable to contact those back home. 

The Multi-Function Mobile Phone is definitely the ideal phone for all spies as it boasts a 

host of amazing features. Firstly, it has worldwide access so that you can always be in 

contact with HQ. Surely you agree, this is a must-have feature for any successful spy – 

the ability to call for backup at your fingertips. 

Additionally, it has a cloaking mode, allowing you to make untraceable calls. This means that 

you can conduct covert operations wherever you are in the world without fear of being 

discovered. 90% of spies who fail missions do so because their phone calls have been traced 

and thus their cover blown. 

Furthermore, this ideal mobile phone has the added bonus of a hidden tranquillizer dart  that 

can be fired through the aerial. It is guaranteed to leave your enemies stunned (though with 

no serious after effects). You can never be too careful when it comes to defending against 

enemies, and this innovative feature offers peace of mind. 

A further feature is that the phone is made from titanium steel; it is unbreakable, working 

both underwater and in outer space. No mission is too extreme for this phone! 

Perhaps the most essential reason for purchasing this ‘must-have’ phone is  that it can only be 

used by the owner. Access to the phone is restricted using a Fingerprint Recognition Scanner 

(or F.R.S. for short). Your secret missions and evidence will certainly be safe using this phone 

as it is simply impossible to hack into. Studies have shown that this phone is 75% more 

effective than other well-known brands. 

Don’t just take our word for it! Listen to what James Bond – who is known by his code number 

007 – has to say about this must-have phone: “I thought I had every gadget I required until 

Q invented the magnificent Multi-Function Mobile Phone. Now I wouldn’t possibly attempt a 

mission without it.” 

If that weren’t enough, the Multi-Function Mobile Phone comes complete  with a wireless 

charger and free leather case. What are you waiting for? Make sure you don’t miss out: 

stock is selling fast so buy it today! 
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Activity 1: What can you remember about persuasive writing?  
 
Match the features below up to their purpose and find examples in the text above. The first 
has been done for you using colour coding: 
 

Feature Match the purpose Example 

Quotes  These often include numbers 
and add factual weight to an 
argument.  

  

Repetition  A group of 3 adjectives used to 
add emphasis and create 
anticipation.  

  

Rhetorical 
question  

Something somebody has said 
that will help you make your 
point.  

 

Adverbials of 
probability  

Emotional words or phrases that 
help us understand the issues 
and draw on our emotions.  

  

Groups of 3  A question asked to involve the 
reader. It doesn’t require a 
direct answer.  

  

Facts and 
statistics  

Important words or phrases that 
are repeated to emphasise their 
importance.  

  

Personal 
pronouns   

(I, me, you, we)  

Used to show how sure we are 
about a situation or event. The 
most common ones are: 
definitely, certainly, clearly, 
obviously, possibly, perhaps, 
probably, maybe.  

  

Emotive language  Used to draw people into an 
argument as if they are being 
spoken to in person.  

  

  
The answers are on page 4. 
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Activity 2: Vocabulary challenge  

Use the text to match up this technical vocabulary to its definition. You might want to use these 
words in your own writing! The first has been done for you. 

Word Definition  

state-of-the-art Short for headquarters.  

stranded Is proud of possessing this feature. 

boasts Most up to date version using new technology. 

HQ Compulsory, greatly needed.  

cloaking A promise with 100% certainty. 

untraceable Something that is absolutely necessary. 

required Unable to leave the place you are in. 

guaranteed To hide, cover or disguise something. 

essential Unable to be found, discovered or traced. 

 

The answers are on page 4. 
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Activity 1 answers: 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

  

    

 

 

 
 

 

 

Activity 2 answers: 

Word Definition  

state-of-the-art 
Short for headquarters.  

stranded Is proud of possessing this feature. 

boasts Most up to date version using new technology. 

HQ Compulsory, greatly needed.  

cloaking A promise with 100% certainty. 

untraceable Something that is absolutely necessary. 

required Unable to leave the place you are in. 

guaranteed To hide, cover or disguise something. 

essential Unable to be found, discovered or traced. 
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Tuesday 9th February 2021: English 

This week, we are focusing on persuasive writing. Today, you are going to be 

doing a quick write. This means a series of short writing tasks, designed to get 

you using the persuasion toolkit on the right.  

 
Activity 1: Use the toolkit. Write a short paragraph to persuade… 
 
A cat to make friends with a dog; 
A wicked witch to change her ways; 
The flowers to blossom all year round; 
The local council to improve the park by your house. 
 
 
 
Activity 2: You are an estate agent. You have been given the job of trying to sell this property… 

 

It is a difficult challenge, but you think that you are up to the job. Write your own persuasive 

paragraph using the writing frame Design the poster that would be stuck in the estate agent’s 

window. 

 

Activity 3: Design an advert. 

 

Use the toolkit to design an advert for one 
of these…interesting…gadgets! 
Remember, your job is to sell it. Think 
about these questions to help: 

Who is the gadget for? What is it 
called? What features does it have? 
What bonuses or extras are 
included? Who are you going to 
quote? And, most importantly, why 
should your audience buy it? 

 

Quotes; 
Repetition; 

Rhetorical question; 
Facts and statistics; 

Adverbials of probability; 
Emotive language; 
Personal pronouns; 

Groups of 3. 
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Wednesday 10th February 2021: English 

Today, we are going to design and plan our persuasive text based around a gadget. It can be a spy gadget, one for 

school, one for the home or anything you can think of. Use the sheet below to help you: 

Gadget name: Emotive hook: Facts and statistics to help sell it: 

Adjectives to describe the gadget: Draw and label your gadget from different angles: 

List the features: 

Magpie vocabulary from the original text: 
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Thursday 11th February 2021: English 

Activity 1: It’s all about the intro! 
 

Are you a spy interested in the latest, state-of-the-art, must-have gadgets? If so,  

you will need the new Multi-Function Mobile Phone. Don’t be the only spy  left 

stranded and alone on your next mission unable to contact those back home. 

 

Activity 2: The ‘features’ paragraphs. 

Let’s look at the examples from our model text: 

The Multi-Function Mobile Phone is definitely the ideal phone for all spies as it 

boasts a host of amazing features. Firstly, it has worldwide access so that you can 

always be in contact with HQ. Surely you agree, this is a must-have feature for 

any successful spy – the ability to call for backup at your fingertips. 

Additionally, it has a cloaking mode, allowing you to make untraceable calls. This 

means that you can conduct covert operations wherever you are in the world 

without fear of being discovered. 90% of spies who fail missions do so because 

their phone calls have been traced and thus their cover blown. 

Furthermore, this ideal mobile phone has the added bonus of a hidden tranquillizer 

dart  that can be fired through the aerial. It is guaranteed to leave your enemies 

stunned (though with no serious after effects). You can never be too careful when 

it comes to defending against enemies, and this innovative feature offers peace of 

mind. 

A further feature is that the phone is made from titanium steel; it is unbreakable, 

working both underwater and in outer space. No mission is too extreme for this 

phone! 

 

You can see that one paragraph has been used for each feature, and the author has used the persuasive 

toolkit to write. Now, write your ‘features’ paragraphs. The number of paragraphs will depend on how 

many features your gadget has, but if you have lots, you could group similar features together. 
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Friday 12th February 2021: English 

If you did not manage to complete yesterday’s English, please do so before starting today’s activities. 

Today, we are going to finish writing our persuasive piece. 

Activity 1: using quotations.  

 

1) 

2) 

3) 

4) 

 

Activity 2: The big 3 

Lastly, we are going to look at the final three paragraphs. These are from the model text: 

Perhaps the most essential reason for purchasing this ‘must-have’ phone is  that it can only be 

used by the owner. Access to the phone is restricted using a Fingerprint Recognition Scanner 

(or F.R.S. for short). Your secret missions and evidence will certainly be safe using this phone 

as it is simply impossible to hack into. Studies have shown that this phone is 75% more 

effective than other well-known brands. 

Don’t just take our word for it! Listen to what James Bond – who is known by his code number 

007 – has to say about this must-have phone: “I thought I had every gadget I required until 
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Q invented the magnificent Multi-Function Mobile Phone. Now I wouldn’t possibly attempt a 

mission without it.” 

If that weren’t enough, the Multi-Function Mobile Phone comes complete  with a wireless 

charger and free leather case. What are you waiting for? Make sure you don’t miss out: 

stock is selling fast so buy it today! 

 

You can see that they are structured in this order: a paragraph about the main reason why 

you should buy the gadget, a quotation paragraph (we created this in activity 1) and a 

conclusion. 

Now, write your ‘main reason’ paragraph and conclusion, using the example above to help 

you. 

If you finish, you could design a poster to go with your presentation. 

 

Remember, if you want to share your writing, you can upload it to TEAMS or email it in to 

sr.y6homelearning@perryhallmat.co.uk  

mailto:sr.y6homelearning@perryhallmat.co.uk

